


  

Each week, record the votes for each of  the following campaigns under the appropriate icon on the AGoT 
Storyline League map. The first place finisher in the  weekly league tournament has first choice and can vote 
in one of  the three campaigns (Military, Intrigue, or Power) with a 3 point vote. The second place finisher 
then votes in one of  the remaining two campaigns with a 2 point vote. Finally, the winner of  the Sansa award 
(last place finisher) votes in the remaining campaign with a 1 point vote. Also remember to record the votes 
(with the appropriate values) under the House each player used to earn those votes in the final campaign, 
depicted by the “shield” icon on the map.

The name of  each week’s tournament champion should also be recorded on the campaign map, as well as the 
name of  the overall “final” champion. (The overall champion should receive the map at the conclusion of  the 
league as a memento of  his or her accomplishment.)

At the end of  the 6 week campaign, a final vote is taken, using the overall record of  each player from all 
“sparring” and “tournament” games to determine the placing. The first place overall finisher gets a “final” 
vote worth 6 points, the second place overall finisher gets a “final” vote worth 4 points, and the player with 
the most total losses earns the “final” Sansa award worth two points. A player must have at least 12 official 
recorded games to be eligible for this final vote.

After the campaign, the results of  all votes are tallied by the TO, and submitted to FFG via our organized 
play website at http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/orgplay/admin/login.jsp.

The War of  Five Kings stretches on, and Tywin Lannister has seized 
control of  the realm. Some find this situation to their advantage, others 
would rather die than live in a land ruled by a Lannister. In the LCG, 
the future of  A House of  Thorns Tywin Lannister is at stake. If  Tywin 
Lannister is deposed by these malcontents, the card will rotate into classic, 
and never be seen in the LCG format again. If  Tywin Lannister survives 
this threat to his authority, this meta-shaking card will be reprinted in the 
next AGoT LCG expansion!

Do you kneel before Tywin Lannister?
Options:

Vote YEA! to reprint A House of  Thorns (R10) Tywin Lannister!• 
Vote NAY! and A House of  Thorns (R10) Tywin Lannister remains only in Legacy!• 

Military:

Storyline League: Information



The War of  Five Kings is fought in plain sight, but the real future of  Westeros will be determined behind the 
scenes. Amidst the chaos of  war, the various peoples of  the realm plot and scheme for power. Each group 
has approached you, seeking your support. In the LCG, a number of  support cards for one of  the five crests 
(WAR, NOBLE, HOLY, LEARNED, or SHADOWS) in the game have been slotted, but we are waiting on 
the results of  the “Conspiracies Afoot” campaign to determine which crest will receive these cards. 

Conspiracies are afoot! Which group will you support?
Options:

Vote LLR for The Lords and Ladies of  the Realm (Noble Crest Support)• 
Vote WAR for the Warriors and Armies of  the Land (War Crest Support)• 
Vote ROR for the Religious Orders of  the Realm (Holy Crest Support)• 
Vote LEI for the Learned and Educated, in their Ivory Towers (Learned Crest Support)• 
Vote TPS for the People of  Shadows (Shadow Crest Support)• 

In a time of  hardship and strife, the people of  Westeros need a legend for inspiration and hope. But what is a 
Legend without people to spread the tale? In your travels, you have heard rumors of  four potential Legends, 
but there can be only one! In the LCG, there are 4 Legendary characters up for potential design in the next 
expansion set, your vote will help determine which character sees print!

Who Will be the Next Legend of  the Realm?
Options:

Vote BALE for Balerion the Black• 
Vote LANC for Lann the Clever• 
Vote BRAN for Bran the Builder• 
Vote THEL for The Laughing Storm• 

With all these storylines to follow, it seems that new minstrels and bards are popping up everywhere you look. 
Singers and storytellers can be found throughout the Seven Kingdoms, always ready to entertain. But who’s 
song will the singers sing, and which story will they tell?
In the LCG, only one House can fully capture the imagination of  these singers, and reap the benefits of  their 
glorious song. These benefits are reflected in a powerful new plot card, The Minstrel’s Muse. Every time a 
player votes for one of  the other challenges, a vote of  the corresponding value is cast in this challenge.
Please use the first letter of  the Houses’ name to denote this.

B for Baratheon T for Targaryen M for Martel
L for Lannister S for Stark G for Greyjoy

Power:

Great House:

Intrigue:


